Impact Rated Windows

Impact Windows
Wind Load Impact Rated Windows

Beyond Dressing Up the Garage Door
Raynor’s impact wind load rated windows are made from a tough lightweight polycarbonate material that is durable, UV and scratch
resistant, and housed in a colonial sized extruded aluminum frame. Impact windows are available for BuildMark®, TradeMark™,
ShowCase™ and Masterpiece™ residential doors in white, almond and claytone exterior frames.
Wind Load Approved
Florida Product Approved FL#14529 for wind load and impact ratings
Pressure
Can achieve up to +29.7/-33.1 psf (size and model dependent)
Models
Raynor’s Impact Rated windows are available for all BuildMark ,
TradeMark, ShowCase and Masterpiece doors.
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Material
Our tough polycarbonate windows
are not only lightweight, but UV and
scratch resistant, and are designed to
take multiple impacts without yielding
to nature’s forces or objects being
flung through the air with ratings up to
+29.7/-33.1 psf.

Doors
Residential doors will utilize Raynor’s
patented box struts on non-glazed
sections and standard u-bars on the
glazed sections.

Sizes
Available in colonial size for BuildMark, TradeMark, ShowCase and
Masterpiece residential doors.

Frames
Raynor’s High Impact Rated window
frames are constructed from heavy gauge
extruded aluminum and incorporate a
“continuous” bead seal around the entire
frame for a maximum seal to lock out
air and water. The interior and exterior
frames are then screwed together and
locked in place.

BuildMark and TradeMark
up to 18’ wide and 14’ high
ShowCase and Masterpiece
up to 16’ wide and 14’ high*
*Up to 18’ wide pending approval date of June 1, 2014

Colors
Choose from 3 exterior frame colors. All interior frames are white.
White

ClayTone

Almond

Styles
All frames are designed to accept any of our colonial style window inserts
for that final designer touch.

Stockton Colonial		

Cascade Colonial

Sunburst Colonial		

Sherwood Colonial

Exclusively Distributed by:

Cathedral Colonial
Note: Windows are shown in one-car configurations.
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